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OEM board with Laird BL652 module with Bluetooth LE 4.2 and NFC

Available Options
Board Module Bluetooth Components on Module

up2net BLE DwaRF
V1.1

BL652 4.2 (Central or 
Peripheral Device)
+
NFC

- 3.3V LDO voltage regulator
- nAUTORUN jumper
- standard 1-pin Two-Wire SWD Program and Debug Connector
- footprint for USB UART converter module
- configuration jumpers

up2net BLE DwaRF MEM
V1.1

same as above plus
- 8MBit external SPI flash memory

Board Overview
The up2net BLE DwaRF comes in a handy 38.1 x 35.6 mm form
factor. It is based on Laird's BL652 module, which provides a
2.4GHz on-module BLE chip antenna (UFL connector optionally).
The BL652 provides several standard peripherals, like UART, I2C,
SPI, ADC, PWM and GPIOs. For simple host PC connection, an
ioMate-USB USB-UART converter module can be plugged or
soldered onto the board. Further components are a 5V->3.3V
voltage regulator, standard SWD program and debug connector and
configuration jumpers.

The up2net BLE DwaRF is pin-compatible with our up2net LoRa DwaRF, thus allowing flexible choice of 
short-range or long-range wireless connection for your application.

RF Module

Laird's BL652 combines Bluetooth Low-Energy V4.2 and NFC radio chipset in a convenient module. 
Complemented by Laird's unique smartBASIC programming language, event-driven user applications 
can run directly on the module, eliminating the need of an additional host MCU.

For more informations on the BL652  module (data sheet, application note, SmartBASIC user guide, etc.)
see https://www.lairdtech.com/products/bl652-ble-module.

Expansion Headers

All relevant BL652 signals are available on two 12-pin expansion headers with standard 2.54mm (1/10“) 
spacing and hole size to fit almost any pin or receptacle headers. With pin headers, the board can be 
plugged into solderless breadboard or wirewrap PCBs easily. See „Pinout and Dimensions“ for signal 
and pin configuration.

UART USB Interface

SmartBASIC programs can be uploaded to the BL652 through its
UART interface. To simplify this, the up2net LoRa DwaRF provides
two 5-pin headers, which can connect directly to an ioMate-USB
module with mini-USB connector and Silabs CP2102 USB UART
converter. See picture right for ioMate-USB location.

The ioMate-USB module is available in our online shop. See 
http://go.chip45.com/iomate-usb1-2.0 for more information and
ordering.
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Alternatively any other general purpose USB UART converter can be used and connected to the UART 
signals through the 12-pin expansion headers. See „Pinout and Dimensions“ for signal and pin 
configuration.

External SPI Flash

The BLE652 supports external SPI flash memory up to 8MBit. You can order the up2net BLE DwaRF 
with 8MBit SPI flash populated optionally. A separate SPI bus is used for SPI memory, hence the regular 
exernal SPI interface is still available for user applications.

A high level API in smartBASIC can be used for fast access using open/close /read/write API functions. 
See „Software Development“ for details on SmartBASIC.

Power Supply

The up2net BLE DwaRF offers different power supply options.

Direct BL652 Supply

The BL652 is directly powered through VDD. Supply voltage range in this case is 1.8V to 3.6V. The on-
board LDO voltage regulator is not used in this case. Jumper J2 must be open.

Internal LDO Supply

The up2net BLE DwaRF provides an on-board 3.3V LDO voltage regulator, which can be used to power 
the BL652 module. Supply voltage range is 3.7V to 6.0V, which has to be connected to Vextern pin. 
Jumper J2 has to be closed to supply LDO voltage to BL652.

The 3.3V LDO output voltage is available on pin VDD and can be used to supply external circuitry 
connected to the up2net BLE DwaRF. If using this, always keep the maximum current as well as (even 
more important!) the maximum power dissipation of the LDO in mind. The LDO provides a maximum of 
600mA output current, but when you plan to e.g. use the module up to 70°C environment temperature, 
the maximum power dissipation drops to approx. 430mW, thus limiting the output current to approx. 
250mA when operated at stable 5V VCC. Ask us, if you are unsure about your planned configuration.

USB Bus Powered

If an ioMate-USB module is used for USB connection, the USB bus voltage can be connected to the 
Vextern pin / LDO input by closing jumper J3.

The 3.3V LDO output voltage is available on pin VDD, see "Internal LDO Supply" for details on using this
voltage externally.
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Configuration Jumpers

The up2net BLE DwaRF provides five configuration
jumpers, which are carried out as solder-bridges (J1-J4,
needs to be closed by a small dot of solder) or pin-
header (J5,J6).

J1: Close to connect LDO output to VDD

J3: Close to USB bus voltage to LDO input, i.e. 
power up2net BLE DwaRF from USB bus.

J4: Close to allow UWTerminal program to control nAUTORUN signal.

J5: nAUTORUN selection: 1-2 => interactive/development mode, 2-3 => self-contained mode

See picture right for location of the two jumpers.

J6: Set the OTA jumper to enable firmware / SmartBASIC application upload over-the-air. See BL652

data sheet for details.

Programming and Debugging

The up2net BLE DwaRF provides a standard 10-pin Cortex SWD program and debug connector, which 
directly connects to many programmers and debuggers. Laird provides the QPK-NRF5X development 
board, which directly connects to the 10-pin SWD and allows simple drag-and-drop firmware upgrade. 
See https://www.lairdtech.com/products/qpk-nrf5x for detais.
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Software Development

smartBASIC

Laird’s unique smartBASIC language makes it extremely
easy to create event-driven, hostless applications. The
following picture shows the architecture of the BL652
module with smartBASIC.

smartBASIC is based upon the BASIC language. It has
been designed to be highly efficient in terms of memory
use, making it ideal for low cost embedded systems with
limited RAM and code memory. The core language,
which is common throughout all smartBASIC
implementations, provides the standard functionality of
any program, such as Variables (integer and string),
Arithmetic functions, Binary operators, Conditionals,
Looping, Functions and subroutines, String processing
functions, Arrays (single dimension only), I/O functions,
Memory management, Event handling

The language on the various platforms differs by having
a sophisticated set of target-specific extensions, such as
BLE for the module described in this manual. These
extensions have been implemented as additional
program functions that control the wireless connectivity
of the module including, but not limited to, the following:
Advertising, Connecting, Security – encryption and
authentication, Power management, Wireless status.

Developing

smartBASIC is one of the simplest embedded environments on which to develop because much of the 
functionality comes prepackaged. The compiler, which can be internal or external on a Windows PC, 
compiles source text on a line-by-line basis into a stream of bytes (or bytecode) that can be stored to a 
custom-designed flash file system. Following that, the run-time engine interprets the application 
bytecode in-situ from flash.

To further simplify development, Laird provides its own
custom developed application called UWTerminal which
is a full blown customized terminal emulator for
Windows, available upon request at no cost. Refer to the
UWTerminal section for information on writing
smartBASIC applications using UWTerminal.

UWTerminal also embeds smartBASIC to automate its
own functionality; the extension smartBASIC functions
facilitate the automation of terminal emulation
functionality.

Links

See https://assets.lairdtech.com/home/brandworld/files/User%20Guide%20-%20smartBASIC%20Core
%20Functionality.pdf for an introduction in to the smartBASIC core functionality.

Further information and code examples can be found on https://www.lairdtech.com/products/bl652-ble-
module and https://github.com/LairdCP/BL652-Applications.

Source: "User Guide - smartBASIC Core Functionality.pdf", © Laird
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Operating Characteristics
The following table shows the main characteristics for reference. Always refer to the components data 
sheets for detailed description of electrical and thermal characteristics.

Symbol Parameter Condition Min Typ Max Units

Vcc External Supply Voltage direct RM supply 1.8 3.6 V

with internal LDO 3.7 6.0 V

Icc Power Supply Current

(Icc strongly depends on MCU activity,
like frequency, power saving modes, 
etc. as well as RF output power, io pin
input and output current, etc. The 
values denoted here are for reference 
only and can differ from final 
application vallues.

BLE active peak 3.2 7.5 mA

BLE active whisper 2.7 mA

Standby Doze 2 µA

Deep Sleep 400 nA

T Operating Temperature -40 +85 °C

Pinout and Dimensions
Check  BL652 data sheet for mapping of the MCU peripherals to GPIO signals.

Design and Handling Precautions
This module – just like any other semiconductor devices – is susceptible to damage by ESD. Suitable 
precautions should be taken when handling and transporting devices. The possible damage to devices 
depends on the circumstances of the handling and transporting, and the nature of the device. The extent
of damage can vary from immediate functional or parametric malfunction to degradation of function or 
performance in use over time. Devices suspected of being affected should be replaced.
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Board Schematics
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Declaration of Electro Magnetic Conformity of the 
CHIP45 „up2net BLE DwaRF“
CHIP45 embedded microcontroller modules (henceforce products) are designed for
installation in electrical appliances or as dedicated evaluation boards (i.e.: for use as a test
and prototype platform for hardware/software development) in laboratory environments.

Caution:

CHIP45 products lacking protective enclosures are subject to damage by ESD and, hence, may only 
be unpacked, handled or operated in environments in which sufficient precautionary measures have 
been taken in respect to ESD-dangers. It is also necessary that only appropriately trained personnel 
(such as electricians, technicians and engineers) handle and/or operate these products. Moreover, 
CHIP45 products should not be operated without protection circuitry if connections to the product's pin 
header rows are longer than 3m.

CHIP45 products fulfill the norms of European Union's Directive for Electro Magnetic Conformity only in 
accordance to the descriptions and rules of usage indicated in this document (particularly in respect to 
the pin header row connectors, power connector and serial interface to a host-PC).

Implementation of CHIP45 products into target devices, as well as user modifications and extensions 
of CHIP45 products, is subject to renewed establishment of conformity to, and certification of, Electro 
Magnetic Directives. Users should ensure conformance following any modifications to the products as 
well as implementation of the products into target systems.

DISCLAIMER

In this manual are descriptions for copyrighted products that are not explicitly indicated as such. The 
absence of the trademark (™) and copyright (©) symbols does not imply that a product is not protected. 
Additionally, registered patents and trademarks are similarly not expressly indicated in this manual. 

The information in this document has been carefully checked and is believed to be entirely reliable. 
However, chip45 GmbH & Co. KG assumes no responsibility for any inaccuracies. chip45 GmbH & Co. 
KG neither gives any guarantee nor accepts any liability whatsoever for consequential damages 
resulting from the use of this manual or its associated product. chip45 GmbH & Co. KG reserves the 
right to alter the information contained herein without prior notification and accepts no responsibility for 
any damages which might result. 

Additionally, chip45 GmbH & Co. KG offers no guarantee nor accepts any liability for damages arising 
from the improper usage or improper installation of the hardware or software. chip45 GmbH & Co. KG 
further reserves the right to alter the layout and/or design of the hardware without prior notification and 
accepts no liability for doing so. 

© Copyright 2017 chip45 GmbH & Co. KG, 35396 Gießen, Germany.

Rights - including those of translation, reprint, broadcast, photomechanical or similar reproduction and 
storage or processing in computer systems, in whole or in part - are reserved. No reproduction may 
occur without the express written consent from chip45 GmbH & Co. KG.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Address: chip45 GmbH & Co. KG, Möserstraße 43, 35396 Gießen, Germany

Ordering Information: +49 (641) 92338172, info@chip45.com

Technical Support: +49 (641) 92338172, support@chip45.com

Fax: +49  641) 92338170

Web Site: http://www.chip45.com
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